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Helio’s wratH

His glorious majesty and his
frightening mass ...
He burns they who underestimate
and think him folly.

lorenzo a. riddle
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sPringtiMe toes

Long golden hair
the girl is so innocent.
She feels the earth beneath
for the first time, part of her.

Jordyn brown
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MakeuP routine

Dabbing over my imperfections
Covering up my insecurities
Blending in desires
Setting it with confidence to face the outside world

sHelby lux
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sHattered MeMories reMain

Looking through pictures of us
What we had is gone forever
Thinking about it hurts
Thinking about you hurts more

savannaH Mckee
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dancers

We must move our bodies
Exactly how they tell us to.
We are marionettes without strings.

kiara McadaMs



�

lost witHout intention

Perfect picture painted
Of unique design and beautiful elegance
Swiftly carried beneath
The moon

ryan Hiner
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a Massive, exorbitant, unabasHed silver sPoon

No insurmountable obstacles
Never a hard day’s work
Still complaining
Stop that

gavin kelly
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*

Victory was at hand.
But the gleaming figure, bruised by the moonlight,
saw his chance,
and gave his life away.

eric cHase
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Molly’s Mistake

Monday,
Molly Mocked My Mistake
Mainly, My Malapropism Made Molly Mad.
The feeling is Mutual.

Jessica bolts
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tHe way it works

Always last
Sometimes forgotten
Never informed
The life of the youngest

vivian williaMs
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twice done

In the sand
Each speck represents a memory
That fell from my broken hourglass
To join the rest of my regrets

katelyn lelinski
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i don’t want to grow uP

How I wish I could be younger
To nap, laugh, and cry
No judgement
Oh, to be innocent again

olivia blacklock
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struggles

Erasing my thoughts
A thousand times
My heart longs for freedom
But the stars mock me

connie wong
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edge

The sun sets over the ocean,
The edge of the world.
It exists? No,
But it still feels like it.

Hailey HutcHinson
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tHe trutH about Fear

Fear is a comical idea.
Fear is something good.
Fear is not something to regret.
It may be our savior.

katrina sHeuFelt
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lessons

These thoughts aren’t mine
the ones that fill my head
my mind telling me something
my body blatantly ignoring it.

cHristian bailey-gilliaM
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Soccer is the best sport
but it is forgotten here
why does that happen
‘cause football is its fear.

luat nguyen
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Chills rushing through my body
Quickly fading to warmth
And now I’m flying
In the refreshing clear and crisp liquid

lynsey JocHuM
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I always thought
You loved me
I know that was never true
It was all a deadly lie

MariaH HiMM
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clouds

Tears fall
From the heavens above
Yet we see nobody
Weeping

trevor a. cook
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still

Sweet fragrance of bloom
lingers
from two red roses,
wilted.

Madison oberg
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sHe is Mine

the sun in my sky
her sweetness knows no bounds
her heart, mine other’s half
she loves me, I know

JaMes linderMan
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coMPetition

To win first?

It actually doesn’t matter much to me,
I’m not arrogant.

Though it sure does have a ring to it.
racHel gallegos
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wHat’s tHe worst tHat can HaPPen?

just do it
it’s not peer pressure
it’s just your turn
no one will ever know.

Hudson clark
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This issue’s cover art is by Annie Lei. Annie is an avid supporter of the arts. She loves taking photos and 
doodling all over her homework assignments. She also enjoys reading the webcomic Homestuck, browsing 
the internet, and hanging out with friends. 

Christian Bailey-Gilliam is a senior. He draws inspiration from his life adventures and memories.

Olivia Blacklock was born in Boise, Idaho, but soon moved to Happy Valley. She loves swimming and playing 
her violin, and wouldn’t trade her amazing friends in for anything.

Jessica Bolts is a natural born Oregonian. Over the course of 16 years, she’s accumulated the simple 
enjoyments of the rain, walking, eating, and listening to music.

Jordyn Brown loves to find inspiration from weather, music, walks home, and people. She loves being called 
Jo, and appreciates a good book and strong, warm coffee.

Eric Chase lives in the woods in Oregon. He enjoys listening to and playing music, and wearing sunglasses at night.



Hudson Clark is a Sophomore. Hudson spent most of his life in Sacramento, California, but moved to Oregon 
in the fifth grade. He enjoys his friends, sports, food, and anything else that makes him smile.

Trevor A. Cook is a senior who puts as much of his mind as his heart in every poem he writes. He loves music, 
hot chocolate, polar bears, and making people laugh every day.

Rachel Gallegos enjoys her time at home in Happy Valley, Oregon. She finds inspiration from the beautiful 
hearts of her friends and the color of leaves when the sun shines through them.

Mariah Himm enjoys music, writing, reading, and spending time with people she cares about most. She is a 
spontaneous, creative individual.

Ryan Hiner, a junior, enjoys mid-morning coffee and pulling inspiration from past experienced events and 
relevant influential music. His creative spark is never dull; imagination comes quick and without effort.

Hailey Hutchinson is fifteen years old, and has lived in the same house all her life. She’s written short stories 
since she was little, but she hasn’t written poetry long. She enjoys time with her family.

Lynsey Jochum originally grew up in Long Beach, California. Having done so, she hates the rain, but loves the 
sun. She absolutely loves swimming for Clackamas High School, as well as playing softball.

Gavin Kelly resides in Clackamas, Oregon. He spends his time in a comfortable chair in a dark room in front 
of a computer screen.
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Katelyn Lelinski is a high school senior who has grown up in beautiful Oregon all her life. She enjoys 
imaginative writing, walking in the rain and traveling to as many places as she can.

James Linderman is an eccentric individual, his mind is a sea of swirly twirly gumdrops. Computers be his 
passion and writing be his soul. He also loves The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy quintet.

Shelby Lux has lived in the same home all of her life in Happy Valley, Oregon. In her free time, she enjoys 
painting, people watching, and anything artistic.

Kiara McAdams is fairly new to writing poetry. When Kiara is not in school or at dance practice, she enjoys 
surfing, skiing, and traveling, but is most often found relaxing at home and with friends.

Savannah McKee is a Sophomore; she gets her inspiration from past experiences. Taking photos is her 
passion, writing poetry is her obsession.

Luat Nguyen lived in Vietnam for thirteen years. He is fluent in both Vietnamese and American culture. Love 
is the inspiration for his writing.

Madison Oberg is an optimistic morning person who is beyond excited to be attending Texas Christian 
University next fall, where saying “y’all” is practically a requirement for admission.

Loren Riddle is a sixteen year old born and raised Clackamite. He enjoys writing music, comic books, plays, 
and fantasy novels. His inspiration comes from everywhere, especially his Heavenly Father.
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Katrina Sheufelt is a sophomore, who has been free writing since sixth grade. Her favorite time of day is just 
before the sun comes up and once it sets.

Vivian Williams is a Sophomore who delights in competitive cheerleading, geocashing with friends, 
worshipping God, and reading a good book with a hot cup of coffee.

Connie Wong is a simple sophomore who has lived in Clackamas, Oregon her whole life. During her free 
time, she loves to randomly sing and write any short stories that come to mind.
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